The electrical parameters:
1. Charging voltage: DC 4.8V-5.0V
2. Charging current: 190mA
3. Standby current: <10mA
4. Shutdown current: 0mA

Characteristics
1. Adopting Bluetooth 2.1 + EDR specifications, compatible with Bluetooth version 3.0 and below, working distance can reach 15 meters or more under the conditions tested.
2. Use full frequency high-fidelity stereo, restore voice signal.
3. Supports auto pairing, enter power saving mode automatically.
5. Using bone conduction technology to answer the phone more convenient.
6. Built-in advanced fireproofing memory foam pillow, more comfortable and healthy.
7. Support call back to the last call in the log one-key.

Instructions
1. Follow the installation instructions, fix the Bluetooth car pillow properly on the driver's seat.
2. Press the power switch on the Bluetooth pillow, cushion will play a beep* voice, with blue led lights flash rapidly, the Bluetooth waits for pairing mode at the same time.
3. Switch on the mobile phone bluetooth, scan for Bluetooth devices to find the device whose name is “#bl6pt” and pair with it.
4. When the cushion beeps again, the blue indicator light flashes slowly, which means that pairing connection is successful, you could enjoy it now.
5. You can recharge the pillow by leading the hole to the vehicle power supply, When charging, pillow bright red and blue lights, After completed, pillow shows red light.

Tips
1. Bluetooth cushion voice is controlled by phone device, if sound is excessive, reduce the volume of the mobile phone. If the volume is too low, increase the volume of mobile phone and adjust the position of the head cushion.
2. When listening to music via the pillow, please adjust the mobile's volume to extend battery life.
3. When the battery voltage is too low, the Bluetooth connection will disconnect automatically, please charge it timely.
4. Some phones do not support easy pairing, such as Symbian phones, you need to enter the pairing passkey "0000".

Notes
1. Bluetooth cushion is with built-in module, do not pounding or beat to avoid damage.
2. When untie the outer cloth cover for cleaning, please notice not to wet inner sleeve. Wear the coat till it's dry totally.
3. For the first time using, please amplify charge. when not in use, charge it every three months.

Accessories in package
1. Bluetooth car pillow bone conduction x 1
2. Manual x 1
3. Warranty card x 1
4. USB charging cable x 1
installation, disassembling, direction

I. Installation procedure
1. Pull the rubber / load it on car's seat
2. After installed, moving it back and forth, up and down to make the pillow in the best position against your neck.

II. Charging connection
1. Pull the zipper and get out USB head, connect to car USB charger hole.
2. LED in blue indicate charging, the LED turning red indicates it is fully charged.
3. When charging is finished, unplug the USB cable, put the USB head back to cloth jacket and pull the zipper.

III. Wash the coat
1. Unzip the coat, pull out inner sleeve gently by holding one corner.
2. To hold the pillow inside corner by your right hand, pull jacket by your left hand.
3. Grasp the inner pillow by the right hand, pull jacket by left hand.

Cleaning Tips: For more durable and comfortable to use, please note the following cleaning process,
1. The inner sleeve is not removable, only the coat is washable.
2. Shake coat to eliminate the dust on the surface, and then place it in water containing detergent soak for about 15 minutes.
3. In order to keep its mildness, please do not the washing machine, we recommend gentle hand washing.
4. In order to maintain supple villi, do not wring after washing, let water drip air drying.
5. In order to better protect the color, do not exposure, do not dry under strong high temperature.

IV. Coat assembling
1. Put pillow and jacket in the correct orientation.
2. Put the four corners into the jacket by turn.
3. Knead the four corners mildly after assembling, to make sure four corners in the best condition.
4. Match the coat embroider and pillow core consistent, take back USB head pull the zipper, wind back the elastic band.

Notes: In the disassembly process, in order to avoid movement damage caused by the excessive force, please take apart it carefully. Don't pull the USB connection line, don't push product keys rudely.